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The North East of India today is a profound paradox which simultaneously represents the frontiers of 

globalization as well as a heritage of Indigenous traditions and cultures. The North East explores 

issues of globalization, marginality, ecology, knowledge systems and offers powerful narratives 

which depict a deep understanding of the changing human condition. The ‘Northeast’ is not simply 

an abstract political concept or idea but through the diverse forms of culture and art emerging from 

the region, it is an evolving and lived reality. It is crucial to shift the focus on how the cultural self of 

the North East has been formed in cinema from within the region itself and fathom the drama of 

transition therein. Mainstream Indian cinema, popular media, news posit the Northeast as the “other” 

more than often from patronising, or limited, perspectives. Bollywood movies such as Dil Se (1998) 

project the North East as a volatile place of unrest, with life engaged in a relentless combat with death. 

The unknown, furtive encounters in the North East are juxtaposed to the vibrancy of a metropolis in 

so-called ‘mainstream India. With the perpetuation of reductive stereotypical categories of 

“backward”, “violent”, “underdeveloped” in national media and films, the loss has been aggravated. 

Consequently, there has been an acute sense of cultural distance between the Northeast and mainland 

India. Cinema from the North East itself foregrounds discursive gaps between lived Indigenous 

practices and non-Indigenous reception of the same, as well as directs our attention to the growth and 

development of new ways of understanding the world from the perspective of Indigenous discourses. 

Mishing, Karbi, Kokborok, Bodo, Manipuri, Assamese are just some of the languages in which North 

East cinema has been made. Complex cinematic texts connect the political and the public, moving 

beyond the mainstream media discourse on insurgency and military intervention.  The deprivation of 

land, forced migration and the eradication of Indigenous ways of life have been integral to narratives 

from the region. Films from the North East involve going back in history and also engage in a 

continuous negotiation with contemporary forces, such as globalisation, neoimperialism, and power 

politics within Indigenous communities. Through a lyrical use of nature and locations, and a 

discussion of hard-hitting issues pertinent to the region, they weave tales of wonder and woe, 

producing profound art, which ‘returns’ the gaze. 
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